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“WORKING WELL”
COLLECTIVE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

NORTHERN GAS PIPELINE PROJECT



McConnell Dowell are always seeking better, or more effective 

means of encouraging communication to, from, and within our 

workforces.

At the commencement of the Northern Gas Pipeline Project, it was 

proposed that we trial a different type of methodology to engage with 

our workforce and to try and do Safety “differently”.

MCD engaged with “The Art of Work”, to trial a process of 

appreciative enquiry and collective improvement.

This process has been used within many large static workforces ( 

refineries etc) and has resulted in significant gains in productivity and 

safety performance.

Overview
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Qualifications
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Early in the engagement process with “The Art of Work” it was 

recognised that the changes to the project scope for McConnell Dowell 

and subsequent rescheduling would significantly affect the way this 

program would be able to be rolled out, however we chose to proceed 

with the trial.

Ideally, this program is best suited to large static workforces, with a 

significant project duration (at least 12 months or more) or continuous 

employment, so a rapid roll out was the key.

Unfortunately, project commitments meant that this could only be 

implemented during the second (2018) build season.



The Program – “Working Well”
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Step 1: Initial workshops

The workshops will bring together 6-10 workers for a small group 

discussion of one-hour duration where they will be asked to share 

stories about what makes their jobs hard or difficult or unsafe.

Facilitated by the “Art of Work” – the workshops are recorded, with the 

facilitator asking a number of set questions such as “ What makes your 

work hard?”, “What works well?”, and “ “What solutions have you 

developed to get your job done”. This is done in a conversational 

setting by an external facilitator.

MCD convened 5 or 6 small groups, with representation from 

management right down to field staff.



The Program – “Working Well”
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Step 2: Content Analysis

The stories collected will be analysed for 

common issues or themes.

“The Art of Work” transcribe and document 

the discussions from Step 1, removing any 

content that identifies an individual.

Collaborative analysis was performed by a 

representative group of 22 people, clustering 

like issues together, and distilling the clusters 

down to a workable number. This is a highly 

interactive and hands on session, and 

everyone involved had an overwhelmingly 

positive reaction.



The Program – “Working Well”
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Step 2: Content Analysis



The Program – “Working Well”
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Step 3: Solutions Workshops

The results of the analysis will be shared with a representative group of 

the original workshop participants in a second workshop where the 

workers will be asked to develop solutions for the issues identified.

Following on from the Collaborative Analysis and Clustering activities, 

solutions began to be identified.

It should be noted that many of these solutions were “broad brush”, and 

that specific improvements would need to flow onwards resulting from 

further discussions where identified as necessary or practical.

Again, this was a very interactive process using large wall charts and 

group collaborations.



The Program – “Working Well”
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Step 3: Solutions Workshops



The Program - “Working Well”
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Step 4 – Feedback to Project Management

A de-briefing session was conducted between the “Art of Work” 

facilitator and the Project WHS Manager and Construction Manager.

It was agreed that many of the items identified as making work hard 

were not a surprise and included many issues that are endemic to the 

industry generally, and short term contracting specifically. These were 

particularly pertinent given the remote and hostile environment.

Shortage of time available to the Project to work on some of these 

issues was obviously the biggest problem, along with quite a number 

that were “structural” i.e. not able to be addressed on the project, but 

worthy of consideration for projects in future.

It was agreed that the process that this program is based on is both 

useful and pertinent.



The Outcomes
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Broadly speaking, the themes/concerns can be grouped into several 

categories:

Project – the Project was by necessity tightly scheduled, with highly controlled 

resources (people and equipment) and extensive pre-planning prior to 

commencement of construction. This is often not recognised at a grass roots 

level, with very limited opportunity to influence once the construction process 

has commenced.

People – this is also tightly connected to pipeline industry culture, with many 

of the recorded conversations speaking about generic issues that currently 

affect people throughout what is again an ephemeral, short term employment 

landscape. “Dry” Camps, and remote conditions all are important issues to our 

employees.

Procedural – Differing procedures from the norm, very strict environmental 

conditions (as required by the Client’s approved Environmental Impact 

Statement), challenges in quickly onboarding large numbers of project -hire 

workers all featured prominently.



Implementation

The intent of the Collective Improvements process is for improvement 

“teams” to form to address issues of interest or directly influencing their 

work, and then to work collectively on that issue.

Unfortunately, the duration of the Project did not allow this to occur in 

any meaningful fashion. 

It was agreed by the participating group that the outputs identified gave 

a “voice” and a tangible output that can be communicated – to 

corporate management and potentially within the industry.

As a Project team we have taken those concerns on board and added 

them into our Project Lessons learnt processes for consideration on 

future projects.



Observations
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McConnell Dowell makes the following observations:

• The “Collective Improvements” program could be a worthwhile program for 

sites/projects with at LEAST a 12-month duration for most of the workforce. 

Less duration than this does not provide opportunity for the process to 

embed and collectively influence positive change.

• This process has a basis in incremental increases in workplace efficiencies 

and worker welfare positively influencing workplace safety and productivity. 

From that point of view alone, it is worthy of consideration in that it engages 

workers to consider how those efficiencies or changes may be gained with 

the premise of taking “ownership” of issues and influencing change. Again, 

this is much more suited to a static or process-based worksite.

• It can be seen how this process, by influencing differing concerns, could 

positively influence workplace safety – without directly being identified as 

“just another safety program”. The intent is one of cultural change, 

communication and consultation.



Conclusions
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• These types of programs are, as earlier noted, far better suited to longer 

term projects or static workforces and would in our opinion be well 

worthwhile considering.

• The basic premise behind the concept is that worker engagement in 

continuous improvement processes have real and tangible benefits in 

productivity, workforce engagement and workplace well-being  – with 

safety improvements flowing from those.

• “Doing Safety, without the “S” word”


